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          Pocket Condoms - more than just advertising!

        

      

      
      
        
          Outside advertising - inside prevention.

        

      

	  
      
        
          A giveaway that has it all!

        

      

        Previous 
        Next 
    

  

  
     

  
  
    Condoms in habile and individual designed packages or box. 
      
Outside your creative layout - inside hygienic precaution.

    
  
  
    
      
        
          
            
              
                

                
                  Creative

                  smart, modern, funny, charming, direct and yet discreet, cheeky and bold - also in luxurious, noble design!

                

              

            

            
              
                

                
                  Quality

                  AMOR-Brand condoms: Excellent and awarded quality from certified manufacturer since 1968.

				  Certificates
				

              

            

          

          
            
              
                

                
                  Service

                  favourable conditions, short delivery period, many different designs to choose from

                

              

            

            
              
                

                
                  Made for everyone

                  Personalization and AMOR modular system make individual advertising possible both inside and outside

                

              

            

				In the field of private labels for medical devices, we are one of Germany's largest producers and have the most comprehensive range. Even beyond condoms.
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            Single-Pockets 

            	Closed outer dimensions approx. 63 mm x 68 mm x 3 mm
	One-side print in 4c-euroscale, both-side-print, as well as special colors are possible
	Printing areas with dispersion varnish, glossy finish
	Individual designing of front and back
	Individual all-over desig of the background color
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            Layout construction

            	2 options for the position of the medical marking/manufacturer's information
	Background colored or picture, this can also be applied to the wings depending on the subject
	Wings with mandatory information
	Area below the insertion slot with mandatory information
	Free design of the front and back
	Color adaptation of the condom sealing foil on request
                
(see also foil printing in the
                modular system)


            In case of order, we will send you an appropriately prepared dieline to create your data.

          

        

      

    

  
  
    Pricing table

	
      
	   100
          
2,99 € 

	   250
          
1,45 € 

         500
          
0,95 € 

         1.000
          
0,62 € 

         2.500
          
0,45 € 

         5.000
          
0,36 €

         10.000
          
0,29 €

         15.000
          
0,28 €

         20.000
          
0,26 €

         30.000
          
0,24 €

      

    

    
      
        
           For quantities of more than 30,000 items please contact us.
            
All prices in Euro/item, net, not including printing cost lump sum (60 Euro).
            

            
Please note: "white" is not considered as color

          
            
               Price information per piece for one completely assembled Pocket-Condom containing 1 quality condom AMOR NATURE
                

                
(Base condom made from natural rubber latex, plain, with reservoir, with lubricant, 53 mm wide, electronically tested)

            

          

        

      

    

  
  
    
      
        
          
            Brand name condom variations directly from the manufacturer AMOR: 

            
              
                
                  [image: ]

                  
                    colored...

                  

                

                blue, red, green, black, yellow, pink
                  
2 Cent/pc extra

              

              
                
                  
                    [image: ] 

                  
                    colored + flavour...

                  

                

                green/Spearmint, blue/tutti frutti, red/strawberry, black/chocolate, yellow/banana, red/cherry, black/cola, yellow/lemon 
                  
3 Cent/pc extra

              

              
                
                  [image: ]

                  
                    Specialties

                  

                

                Condom size variety with 8 different sizes! 3 cents/pc. surcharge
				Structured condoms: 5 cents/pc. surcharge

              


            

          

        

      

    

  

  
    
      
        
          
            DUO Pockets 

            Package in structure like the single pocket, but with 2 elements in the contentExample: Cruising-Packs in the combination: AMOR STRONG condom  
               
+ Sachet lubricant AMOR BASIC:
               
 

            	Condom with extra thick walls
	Lubricant sachet, medical product, water-based, 3ml
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    Pricing table for Crusing-Pack

    
      
         100
          
3,15 € 

		 250
          
1,60 € 
  
		 500
          
1,10 € 

         1.000
          
0,77 € 

         2.500
          
0,60 € 

         5.000
          
0,51 €

         10.000
          
0,44 €

         15.000
          
0,43 €

         20.000
          
0,41 €

         30.000
          
0,39 €

      

    

    
      
        
           For quantities of more than 30,000 items please contact us.
            
All prices in Euro/item, net, not including printing cost lump sum (60 Euro).
            

            
Please note: "white" is not considered as color

          
            
              Price information/pc. for a fully assembled DUO pocket with content
			  1 branded condom AMOR STRONG, condom made of natural rubber latex, extra thick walls, smooth, with reservoir, with lubricant, 53 mm wide, electronically tested,
			  + 1 sachet of lubricant, AMOR BASIC, water-based, 3ml,
			  Our lubricants are all certified class IIa medical devices.

            

          

        

      

    

  
  
   
    
      
        
          
            Brand name condom variations directly from the manufacturer AMOR: 
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                    colored...

                  

                

                blue, red, green, black, yellow, pink
                  
2 Cent/pc extra

              

              
                
                  
                    [image: ] 

                  
                    colored + flavour...

                  

                

                green/Spearmint, blue/tutti frutti, red/strawberry, black/chocolate, yellow/banana, red/cherry, black/cola, yellow/lemon 
                  
3 Cent/pc extra
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                    Specialties

                  

                

                Condom size variety with 8 different sizes! 3 cents/pc. surcharge
				Structured condoms: 5 cents/pc. surcharge

              


            

          

        

      

    

   
  
  
    
      
        
          
            3 pcs. system in box format

            	Perfect idea also as a sales unit
	Dimensions 56 x 72 x 18 mm, stable cardboard (also suitable for vending machines)
	The 4c EuroscalePrint as standard
	Additional design elements by print finishing
	Contents 2-3 condoms from our range of your choice, 1 package leaflet
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            Layout construction

            	Background colored or picture
	Free design of the marked areas
	Color adaptation of the condom sealing foil on request
                
(see also foil printing in the
                modular system)


            In case of order, we will send you an appropriately prepared dieline to create your data.

          

        

      

    

    

  
    Pricing table

   
      
		 100
          
6,85 € 

		 250
          
4,49 € 

         500
          
3,45 € 

         1.000
          
3,10 € 

         2.500
          
2,75 € 

         5.000
          
2,59 €

         10.000
          
2,30 €

       

    

    
      
        
          For quantities of more than 10,000 items please contact us.
            
All prices in Euro/item, net, not including printing cost lump sum
            
(one-time 60 Euro) upon provision of printable data.
            

            
Please note: "white" is not considered as color

          
            
              Price information per piece for one completely assembled 3 pcs. system in box format (glued on one side) with contents 3 brand condoms AMOR NATURE, 50 pcs. in a neutral outer box.
                

                
(Base condom made from natural rubber latex, plain, with reservoir, with lubricant, 53 mm wide, electronically tested)

            

          

        

      

    

  
  
    
      
        
          
            Brand name condom variations directly from the manufacturer AMOR: 
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                    colored...

                  

                

                blue, red, green, black, yellow, pink
                  
2 Cent/pc extra

              

              
                
                  
                    [image: ] 

                  
                    colored + flavour...

                  

                

                green/Spearmint, blue/tutti frutti, red/strawberry, black/chocolate, yellow/banana, red/cherry, black/cola, yellow/lemon 
                  
3 Cent/pc extra
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                    Specialties

                  

                

                Condom size variety with 8 different sizes! 3 cents/pc. surcharge
				Structured condoms: 5 cents/pc. surcharge

              


            

          

        

      

    

  
    
    
      
        
          
				
					Our 3 pcs.box system can do even more!

				

            
              
                
                  Would you like a larger pack with more condoms? 10s, 15s, 30s, 50s?
You are very welcome, please contact us.

				

              

            

				
          

        

      

    

  
 
    
      
        
          
            If you like it more individual: Personalized condom in the AMOR modular system

            free color combination of the condom sealing foils according to your wishes, additional double advertising effect with your logo print directly on the condom foil. Edition from 5,000 pieces. Prices on request.

            Request
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            General

            
              
                
                  

                  
                    Delivery time

                  

                

                from approx. 10 days after print approval

              

              
                
                  

                  
                    Prices

                  

                

                free home deliveryincl. shipping costs within Germany from 5000 pcs. Pockets.
				
				incl. complete packing, 
                  
plus tax

              

              
                
                  

                  
                    Terms of payment

                  

                

                All prices are due net, tax extra. 
                  
New customers in the first order in advance.

              

              
                
                  

                  
                    Advice

                  

                

                For the production of printable data, we provide you with our stamping die in case of order. Also note the
                  layout construction containing further information.

              

              
                
                  

                  
                    Graphical specifications

                  

                

                Download here all relevant information for the production of print data.
                  
 

                Download
              

              
                
                  

                  
                    Important information

                  

                

                Condoms are class II b medical devices and meet the requirements of DIN EN ISO 4074 "Condoms for men made of natural rubber latex - requirements and test methods". Class II b medical devices must meet regulatory and legal requirements. Compliance with these requirements is confirmed by issuing the corresponding certificates (EN ISO 13485).
Always on the safe side with AMOR!

				Certificates
			  

            

          

        

      

    

  
  
    
      
        
          
            Your contact person:
              
Evelyn Schmidt

            Phone: +49 (0) 3628 66 287-15
              
Fax: +49 (0) 3628 66 287-59
              
E-Mail: schmidt@amor.ag 

            Amor Gummiwaren GmbH
              
August-Rost-Straße 4
              
99310 Arnstadt, Germany

          


          
            Impressum

            Owner / operator of the domain:
              
AMOR Gummiwaren GmbH
              
August-Rost-Straße 4
              
99310 Arnstadt, Germany
              
Phone: +49 (0) 3628 66 287-0
              
Fax: +49 (0) 3628 66 287-59
              
E-Mail: shop@amor.ag 
              

			  


			   
              
Managing Director: Michael Dills
              
Register Court: District Court Jena,
              
HRB 506545
              
Ust.-Id.Nr.: DE813907210
              
Tax Number: 156/105/04032
              

              

              Private policy
            
          

		  

        

      


  
  

  
  
